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Aim
The aim of this policy is to ensure that all PGCE students undertaking part of
their training at the school comply with the requirements of their course
organisers and to ensure that they are given necessary help by the school.
Objectives
1. To provide high-quality support to PGCE students enabling them to
develop their potential in all aspects of their practice as fully as possible
in this year.
2. To put in place well-trained, experienced and able colleagues who will
ensure the procedures are as beneficial as possible to their
development as teachers and ensure that all judgements are carried
out fairly.
3. To submit the required reports to course organisers and at the end of
the course to make recommendations based on rigorous and fair
assessment as to whether or not the student has met the Initial
Teacher Training standards.

Responsibilities with regard to PGCE students on short term placement
QEH will:
1. Appoint a fully-trained Professional Tutor who will co-ordinate the
training process, ensure that the course organiser’s procedures are
followed and ensure that each student receives adequate support with
which to progress towards meeting fully the Initial Teacher Training
standards by the end of the placement.
2. Appoint for each student an associate tutor, usually an experienced and
able member of the student’s department.
3. Provide the student with a timetable reduced in accordance with the
requests of the course organiser in which training activities may take
place.
4. Ensure that the student is only given responsibility for classes within the
range of age and ability for which they are being trained, and that the
impact on individual pupils of the school is minimised by taking
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measures where possible to see that students do not teach the same
pupils.
5. Ensure that tutor duties are not expected of the student, though he or
she may informally work with an experienced tutor as assistant.
6. Inform the course organiser and the student if there is any risk of the
student failing to meet the Initial Teacher Training standards by the end
of the year.
The Professional Tutor will:
1. Ensure that appropriate support, monitoring and assessment takes
place at the required times during the placement.
2. Hold weekly meetings as required under arrangements for Extended
Professional Studies and act as examiner for presentations as required
by the course organiser.
3. Ensure that Associate Tutors observe the student regularly and provide
prompt, fair, constructive and well-founded feedback on standards
being achieved. Standard forms should be completed and submitted to
the course organisers as required.
4. Ensure all paperwork is completed, agreed, signed and sent by the
required dates.
The student will:
1. Engage fully with the Initial Teacher Training process, completing the
necessary documentation and take part in seminars with Associate and
Professional Tutors.
2. Make every effort to become an active and effective member of their
department and the school teaching staff during their placement,
following disciplinary codes of the school and reporting any concerns
that may need to be referred to their Associate Tutor.
3. Become familiar with the required standards and attempt to ensure his
or her teaching reaches these standards.
4. Keep records of professional development, monitoring and
assessment.
5. Express any concerns about his/her Initial Teacher Training process
firstly to the Professional Tutor. If a satisfactory response is not
obtained the concern should be expressed to the Headmaster and in
the event that a satisfactory response is still not obtained, to the course
organisers.
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